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1. Disclaimer

2. Overview

This paper has been prepared for information and discussion purposes only. The 

WalkingDoggo may adjust the operating model at any time as it sees fit to remain consistent 

with local regulation and business operating rules that may apply in certain jurisdictions. The 

WalkingDoggo may, but is under no obligation to, adjust the content of these papers/

documents at its absolute discretion at any time, including without limitation in response to 

the changes outlined above. Whilst the WalkingDoggo may raise funds via a token sale in the 

future, nothing in this paper constitutes an offer or an invitation to any third party to make 

any investment or to subscribe for any token, asset or other instrument of any kind. The 

information in this paper is subject to change, deletion or revocation at any time, and you 

should not rely on any content contained within this paper for any purposes whatsoever, 

whether in relation to any future token sale by the WalkingDoggo or otherwise.



WalkingDoggo is a Web 3 lifestyle app with inbuilt Game-Fi and Social-Fi elements


WalkingDoggo is built around an important daily activity for many people – dog walking. 

WalkingDoggo is a DAO (web3.0) dapp, having a concept of walk to earn that is a daily routine 

for anyone who take care of a pet to walk a dog, which deepens the bond with the pet. And it 

is also true that social costs gradually increase by abandoning pets due to pet costs.


To start earning WDG, users equip themselves with NFT in the form of pets. Users will earn in-

game currency, which can either be used in the game, or cashed out for profit, or used for 

charity, or to buy goods for pets, or to participate in charity projects.
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4. Introduction

WalkingDoggo business model aims to ease the financial burden on families and individuals 

who raise pets through simple game forms. Walk To Earn to solve these social problems, and 

to make members feel proud by being a person who raise pets and donates to dog foster 

care. Users can take care of pets more affection and intimacy without any financial burden. 


It's no secret that the pet industry has grown significantly over the past 10 years. Pet owners 

are spending more money than ever on their canine companions. We create a unique 

platform to meet all the needs related to dogs.


The growing trends in pet spending are not limited to food and treats; a growing number of 

pet industry trends are branching out into pet health and well-being, grooming and 

accessories.


For many people, communication with a dog helps to cope with stress and fatigue. During 

active games with a pet, blood pressure is normalized, blood supply to the brain improves, so 

that a person feels an emotional uplift. Dog owners are more organized, so it is easier to 

tolerate psychological and physical overload. There is even an opinion that dog breeders live 

longer than those who do not have warm feelings for pets.

Dogs love their owners not for their appearance, talents, and success at work, but simply 

because they are there. The selfless and boundless love of your pet is a great incentive to start 

playing sports.

4.1 Communication with animals reduces stress

4.2 A reason to move more and start doing sports

3. World view

The WalkingDoggo community adopted a very thin and furless abandoned dog and gave him 

the beautiful name of Waldy. He is recovering in good health and enjoying a happy time with 

lots of love and attention.


In order to no longer be abandoned, Waldy brings joy and cuteness to everyone in the 

community and has gained financial independence through walks.
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Even if you don't have the opportunity to get yourself a pet or take another one from an 

animal shelter, you can participate in charity programs

Psychologists recommend getting a dog for families with children, because communication 

with her becomes an example of selfless care and love. The pet is completely dependent on 

the person and accepts all the pros and cons of the owner without condemnation.


The appearance of a dog in the house inevitably leads to a revision of the responsibilities of all 

family members, but the new responsibility, as a rule, does not frighten either children or 

adults. The pet will grow, and with it will grow a sense of mutual understanding and 

friendship.


The main thing that communication and caring for a dog gives is a sense of trust and 

responsibility for the fate of the animal.


The doge earned more love through giving its owner financial freedom.


4.4 Combining charity with ordinary life

4.5 Learn to take care of someone else

When a dog appears in the house, you simply cannot be irresponsible and lazy. You will 

have to change your lifestyle, daily routine in order to take your pet for a walk in time, 

feed him, engage in his upbringing and training.


The dog will not be obedient if it is not taught discipline from childhood, to maintain 

health and physical activity, it needs frequent walks and compliance with the feeding 

regime. To ensure comfortable living conditions for her, you will have to adjust to her 

“biorhythms” and temperament: get up early, walk in the mornings and evenings, do not 

stay at work if the pet does not tolerate loneliness.


4.3 A reason to change your lifestyle
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5. The GAME & HOW TO PLAY WalkingDoggo

 Android or iOS Smartphone — GPS Location will need to be enabled in order for the game 

to detect that a run has been complete

 BSC wallet — in order to be able to take rewards in WDG (including NFTs) outside the 

game experienc

 Players are not required to have any WalkingDoggo NFTs in order to play the game. In 

which case earnings will be limited to points

 1000 steps = 1 poin

 NFT holders can receive WDG through walking only

 2nd token will be used for the ecosystem once the 3d camera feature is implemented 

to allow users to issue their own NFTs on the app

 Ability to create NFT with your own pet:

 Free mining app users: gets “Points” through Walking, Referrals, and watching Ads

 In the future, users will be able to exchange points for a second cryptocurrency in the app

 Dual token system is planned.

 User takes picture of their do

 It applies a cartoon filter to dogs fac

 User can issue the animated dog's face as NFT on the app

*Note: More requirements may be added as deemed necessary.

Players will need the following to get started playing WalkingDoggo:
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 Walk, Run, or Jog at any speed — the core of the game is based around distance, not 

performance, making it more accessible to a wide range of players

 Run wherever you are — indoors, outdoors or in a gym, your movement is not restricted 

to your location

 Run tracking & stats-look back on your runs and associated data such as distance, 

duration and pac

 Sharing — share your run progress with your friends

 With the help of specialized 3D scanners, you can 3D-scan your pets. This allows you to 

create 3D models that can be used for 3D animation or create NFT.

5.1 Running Features & Proof of Workout

5.2 3D scanner

WalkingDoggo allows players to:

Redeeming points

The points can be exchanged for coins when the mainnet is opened in the 

future, and we are also planning to grant node qualification to the top 50 

members who hold the most points until the mainnet is launched. In 

addition, points can be used in events where pet-related products are 

exchanged.
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5.3 Introduction to WalkingDoggo NFT

The owner of the walking dog NFT can be rewarded with a WalkingDoggo Token 

through the daily quest of NFT + walk to earn


The compensated token is a payment token designed to use most services related to 

companion animals (medical expenses, feed, medicine, electronic products, accessories, 

etc.) at a discounted price both online and offline up to the lifespans of the pet without 

financial burden.


WalkingDoggo NFT holders can support the pet animal economic ecosystem by 

receiving WalkingDoggo Token (WDG) through a simple game-based walk to earn. This 

will be an interesting business model for all pet owners worldwide.


WDG

BabyDoggo
Id #123556

WalkingDoggo

BabyDoggo
Id #123556

WDG 

WalkingDoggo

WDG

BabyDoggo
Id #123556

WalkingDoggo
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5.4 WalkingDoggo NFT Overview

 Issue volume: 12,500 NFTs (Minting: 10,000 units for sale, 2,500 units for top monthly 

donor airdrop)

 Category: walk to earn

 NFT rating: BabyDoggo, TeenDoggo, JuniorDoggo, SeniorDoggo, AngelDoggo

 Rarity types (Normal, Rare, Super Rare, Super Super Rare, Legendary)


3%

7%

10%

20%

60%

Type NFT Earning

Normal (BabyDoggo) 100

Rare (TeenDoggo) 120

Super Rare (JuniorDoggo) 140

Super Super Rare   (SeniorDoggo) 160

Legendary (AngelDoggo) 180



Better rarity of NFT = more earnings.

10,000 steps = maximum energy (cannot earn rewards anymore)


1000 steps = 1 mission quest


10 mission quests per day/ per person.

0 40 6020 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Normal (BabyDoggo)

Rare (TeenDoggo)

Super Rare (JuniorDoggo)

Super Super Rare   (SeniorDoggo)

Legendary (AngelDoggo)
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WalkingDoggo token will develop into payment and utility token.

Reward

Private sale

Developer

Team

Adviser & partnership

Token sale

Reserve (burn exc)

Total: 


Symbol:

Type: 


Reward Mining: 


Token Address: 


10,000,000,000


WDG


BEP-20


Walk-to-Earn


WDG Token


6. Tokenomics

https://bscscan.com/token/0x02d68B873b5ABCF0889E437bdf03F37e48097DdB
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Payment token

Utility token

Global pet animal total service shop (animal hospital, pet food, home appliances, 

walking supplies, dog padding, etc.) 20-30% discount when using franchises. Global 

pet animal total service shop (animal hospital, pet food, home appliances, walking 

supplies, puppy) Investment in real NFT funds for franchises.

Walk to earn

Token issuance plan: 100%, 10,000,000,000 WDG

Platform Binance Smart Chain

Type BEP-20

Symbol WDG

Mining no mechanical mining

Reward mining Daily quest: walk to earn

Coin unit 9 decimal place value

Initial price 1WDG = 0.01 USDT

Private sale hard cap 500,000,000 WDG

Max supply 10,000,000,000 WDG

Token address 0x02d68B873b5ABCF0889E437bdf03F37e48097DdB

Website walkingdoggo.io

Pool Distribution Tokens

Reward 50% 5,000,000,000 WDG

Private sale 5% 500,000,000 WDG

Developer 10% 1,000,000,000 WDG

Team 5% 500,000,000 WDG

Adviser & partnership 5% 500,000,000 WDG

Token sale 10% 1,000,000,000 WDG

Reserve (burn, etc.) 15% 1,500,000,000 WDG

https://bscscan.com/token/0x02d68B873b5ABCF0889E437bdf03F37e48097DdB
https://walkingdoggo.io
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Reserve plan: 15%, 1,500,000,000 WDG

Pool Distribution Tokens

Burn (event) 30% 450,000,000 WDG

Security 20% 300,000,000 WDG

R&D 20% 300,000,000 WDG

Operation 10% 150,000,000 WDG

Marketing & promotion 10% 150,000,000 WDG

Legal counsel 5% 75,000,000 WDG

Ecosystem retention 5% 75,000,000 WDG

10%

10%

5%
5%

20%20%

30%
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Token Allocation

*Anniversary burn event allocation: 20 million WDG burned for World Dog Day (8/26), 10 million 
WDG burned for WALKINGDOGGO FOUNDATION LTD establishment anniversary (2/1), 10 million 
WDG burned for WalkingDoggo launch ceremony (11/19), locked for 11.25 years.

5%

5%

10%

5%

15%

Pool Volume Lock-up

Reserve 1,500,000,000 10% unlocked monthly, 
locked for 30 months.

Developer 1,000,000,000
5% unlocked 
quarterly, locked for 5 
years.

Advisor 500,000,000
5% unlocked 
quarterly, locked for 5 
years.

Team 500,000,000
5% unlocked 
quarterly, locked for 5 
years.

Private sale 500,000,000

Unlocked 2 months 
after IDO, with 10% 
unlocked every month 
and locked for 1 year.
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7. Road map

5. WalkingDoggo Swap

 BNB/WDG, USDT/WDG, ETH/WDG, MCT/WDG, etc

 DApp Achieved 2M Users

1. WalkingDoggo Global Launch (BNB Chain)

 Website, Whitepaper, NFT, DApp, Coinmarketcap Listin

 SNS promotion (Youtube, Reddit, Discord, etc.

 DApp Achieved 200K Users

 Major Meme Coin Project Collaboration

 WDG Token Launchpad and IDO (PancakeSwap)

 WalkingDoggo NFT Minting (8K NFTs, Binance Marketplace

 CEX Exchange Listin

 Coinmarketcap Top 500

2. WalkingDoggo Offline Franchise 1st Store Open

 Pet (Hospital, Cafe, Shop

 DApp Achieved 500K users

4. WDGC Festival

 DApp Achieved 1.5M User

 WalkingDoggo Golf Clu

 Golf Club Festival for WalkingDoggo NFT Holders

3. WalkingDoggo V2 Model Global Launch

 Ethereum Networ

 DApp Achieved 1M User

 Website, Whitepaper, DApp updat

 Token Generation Event and NFT Mintin

 3D Scanning Platform Launc

 Coinmarketcap Top 100
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9. WalkingDoggo Mainnet

 Migratio

 Exchange Points to Crypt

 DApp Achieved 4M Users

7. WalkingDoggo Game

 P2E (Play to Earn

 DApp Achieved 3M Users

6. WalkingDoggo + Microtuber Metaverse Collaboration

 Wearable Metavers

 DApp Achieved 2.5M Users

8. WalkingDoggo Metaverse

 DApp Achieved 3.5M Users
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Project Competitive Advantage Assessment (WalkingDoggo & competitors)

Online Shop (inside the app): Real dry dog feed can be bought with WDG (20-30% price 

reduction)

 Users can order these dog feeds online

Tokenomic

Burn

Payment

Utility

Global pet animal total 
service franchise fund 

Scarcity All ages

Accessibility (barriers to entry) All ages

Public interest Donation Activities

Scalability Fun, profit

Persistence Fun, profit

Liquidity Continuous trading volume

Partnership

Sustainable NFT airdrop Not one-off

Success Point (Direction) User→token, NFT→W2E

User-friendly

DAO, web3.0

Infrastructure development 
speed

Own ecosystem

Content (List) WalkingDoggo

Walk to earn

Other project A

Move to earn

Other project B

Play to earn

Remarks

Yes No Maybe / Not done well

8. Online shop
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Through partnership with Global dog food companies (chewy, Nexon acquisition Cerere, etc.) 

Accessory companies and animal hospitals.


Pet Care: Client will start up an off-line franchise business that focuses on pet cafe, pet salon, 

pet clinic, pet supply.


 Normal users can pay normal price

 Paying in WDG 20-30% discount

 Holders of WDG can pay by scanning a QR code at the shop in person.

9. Offline activity

10. Team & Advisor

11. Partners

Luga
CEO

Kavin
COO

Justin
CFO

Brian
CMO

https://www.linkedin.com/in/luga-lee-a98a92260
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kavin-lee-955057261/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/justin-lee-88b065261/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/brian-han-b84061261/
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Incineration

 Burning 50% Incinerate 50% of monthly donation campaign revenue

 Burning event (Reserve

 Burning tokens deducted as feed cost when compensation tokens are paid  

15% of the rewards paid out in WDG token for completing quests will be used as feed cost 

and be incinerated.

Signing a donation MOU with the World Association of Abandoned Dogs: Raising awareness 

of business models in the public interest


WalkingDoggo will continue to make efforts to save pets.


Please post your stories about groups or individuals who want to receive donations from 

your pets.


Human society, Best friend animal society, Paw with cause, ASPCA, FURKIDS, Animalleague, 

Korea Companion Animal Association, Pet rescue association


 Apply walk to earn to non-NFT account holders. However, after the point reward system is 

applied, it is exchanged for a token at an appropriate time

 Wallet registratio

 Deduct feed expenses from compensation after completion of daily ques

 Advertising Through partnership with Global dog food companies (chewy, Nexon 

acquisition Cerere, etc.) Accessory companies and animal hospitals, et

 Select the largest number of donors per month and implement NFT airdrop

12. Donation

13. Description of using WalkingDoggo walk to earn
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Decentralized Autonomous Organizations or DAOs are democratic communities on the 

blockchain.


The DAO will ensure the community is heard, giving them the opportunity to vote on 

proposals, partnerships, development plans and more. It is a forum for people all over the 

world to collaborate and partner.


We aim at creating a decision influencing DAO where our users will have their voice on the 

gaming structure, reward structure and story development.


The boundaries and mechanisms for voting will need to be carefully created and are 

currently in development.


 An Influencer is any registered Walkingdoggie user who has successfully invited at least 

30 new and unique users to use the WalkingDoggo app with their unique referral link.

You can invite friends to join via your affiliate link. For each referrer, you are rewarded with 5 

points that can be redeemed for cryptocurrency and rewards.

14. DAO

15. Referral program

15.1 Intro to the Influencer Program
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 A successful invite is a new user who has downloaded the WalkingDoggo app using your 

unique referral link. This new user must then create an account in the WalkingDoggo app 

using a mobile number, email address, Apple ID, or Google profile that has not been 

registered with us before. Moreover, this newly registered user must start walking and 

have a step count of more than zero. A new user who hasn’t completed this action is not 

yet considered a successful invite

 Each successful invite must come from a unique user who has not registered with 

WalkingDoggo before. A user cannot create multiple accounts and be counted as 

multiple successful invites.

 Upon becoming an Influencer, you will gain access to the Influencer Hub in the 

WalkingDoggo app

 The Influencer Hub is a platform in the WalkingDoggo app and on the WalkingDoggo 

website that enables Influencers to promote the brand (WalkingDoggo) and to claim 

rewards for successfully referring users to us

 When using the Influencer Hub, you must first choose your country of residence. This will 

reflect the appropriate rewards you can claim for successful invites

 You must use your unique referral link from the Influencer Hub when inviting users to join 

WalkingDoggo. This allows us to track and verify successful invites and give you the 

appropriate rewards

 You can download pre-made content from the Influencer Hub for promoting 

WalkingDoggo to your followers. Otherwise, you can create your own

 When creating your own content, make sure they meet our promotional and marketing 

guidelines for Influencer content. You can find these guidelines in the Hub

 When posting your promotional content across social media, make sure to include your 

unique referral link

 The Influencer Hub will display your successful invites and earnings

 You can redeem your successful invites for token rewards and other special offers in the 

Influencer Hub

 You can also find news and updates around competitions and events in the Hub.

15.2 How to use the Influencer Hub
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15.3 Promoting WalkingDoggo

 You can use pre-made content from the Influencer Hub to promote WalkingDoggo on 

your social media. You’re free to edit our pre-made content and use them to promote 

WalkingDoggo for as long as the end product meets our promotional and marketing 

guidelines

 You’re also free to create your own content to promote WalkingDoggo on your social 

media account. When creating your own content, make sure they meet our promotional 

and marketing guidelines

 When creating your own promotional content, you must ensure that you’re respecting all 

applicable intellectual property rights and laws. It’s your responsibility to check whether 

you’re creating content using someone else’s creative work that is free to use or covered 

by a fair use policy. If you’re using copyright or licensed material, it’s your responsibility to 

take the necessary steps to use their work lawfully. This may involve asking permission 

from the owner, attributing their work, and/or paying the necessary fees to use their work

 WalkingDoggo will not be liable for any violation of intellectual property rights and laws 

that you commit and/or for any copyright that you infringe when you create your own 

promotional content or when you make changes to our pre-made content

 When posting your own original content or a revised version of our pre-made content, it’s 

your responsibility to ensure that your post meets the community standards of the social 

media channels where you publish

 We will not be liable for any violation of community standards that you commit when you 

create your own promotional content and/or when you make changes to our pre-made 

content.
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If you’re cool with all of the above and are ready to become a WalkingDoggo influencer, 

let’s do this! 


Media marketing: Voluntary article induction


Invite world-famous influencers and YouTubers: Encourage voluntary marketing


For updates and community contributions,

please follow our channels!


Medium: https://medium.com/@Walking_Doggo


Telegram: https://t.me/Walking_Doggo


Twitter: https://twitter.com/Walking_Doggo


Website: https://walkingdoggo.io


E-mail: info@walkingdoggo.io

WalkingDoggo

15.4 User Generated Content

With WalkingDoggo, everybody is an influencer! By using our hashtag #WalkingDoggo you 

agree:

 We can use your social handle and the content on walkingdoggo.io, and any of our social 

media & ad platforms (including but not limited to Instagram, TikTok, Facebook and 

Twitter)

 We can edit, crop, adapt, enhance or modify the content don’t worry, WalkingDoggo will 

never treat you in a derogatory manner.

16. Finally

https://medium.com/@Walking_Doggo
https://t.me/Walking_Doggo
https://twitter.com/Walking_Doggo
https://walkingdoggo.io
mailto:info@walkingdoggo.io

